
 

    FFMPEG - REPORT 

 

INSTALLATION 

 

Installation Steps (Fedora-Linux): 

1) Download tar file from: bzip2 tarball 

http://ffmpeg.org/download.html#release_2.2 

then extract downloaded file. 

2)  In extracted folder, there is a file name INSTALL, open it with text editor and follow the 

steps mentioned in it. They are mentioned below along with steps we used for installation: 

Go to ffmpeg-2.2.1 directory Using terminal and use ./configure command 

Note: Do not forget to use sudo or to be in root directory 

If error comes, Use following command 

./configure --disable-yasm 

The reason behind using this command is mentioned after entering only ./configure command: 

yasm/nasm not found or too old. Use --disable-yasm for a crippled build. 

3) Enter command: make 

Note: It might take a longer. Keep patience. 

Optional: Create a new folder anywhere, here we named it as video, in that create other two 

folders namely input and output. Copy any video to input folder 

After Completion of make command use following command 

make install 

4) To check the help file for FFMPEG, use man ffmpeg command. It will also confirm that you 

have installed ffmpeg properly. 

 

Installation on Windows 

- Download ffmpeg for windows 

- Extract it using .7z software (7z is like .rar file) 

- Make “ffmpeg” folder in “Program Files” and copy the extract contents to this folder 

- Right click on “My Computer or Computer” , select Properties, select “Advanced 

System settings” 

- Then from that window click on “Environment Variables” button, in User Variables part 

of the window create or edit the PATH variable and set variable value to “C:\Program 

Files\ffmpeg\bin” then press OK 

Note: To check whether ffmpeg is working or not, in command prompt type “ffmpeg - version”, if it was 
successfully installed it will give some information about version of ffmpeg. 

 

 

 

http://ffmpeg.org/download.html#release_2.2
http://ffmpeg.org/download.html#release_2.2


Working with FFMPEG 

 

Help: for converting one video file to other format, follow following link 

http://linuxers.org/tutorial/how-convert-video-files-various-other-video-formats-using-ffmpeg 

Now, first exit from root with ' exit ' command, then go to the folder where your input and output 

folder are present (for Linux-Fedora installation mention in installation part) 

1. Command to start your first conversion: 

ffmpeg -i ./input/Wildlife.wmv ./output/Wildlife.flv 

([mtechcse@pgcse-1 videos]$ ffmpeg -i ./input/Wildlife.wmv ./output/Wildlife.flv ) 

=> This command takes input(-i) i.e. Wildlife.wmv video from input folder and converts it into 

.flv format and save it in output folder. 

Conclusion: 

Now check output folder, Initially Wildlife.wmv file was 26.2 MB in size, after conversion to flv 

format , it was only 7.9MB!!! it shows high compression supported by flv format. 

2. Other useful commands: 

ffmpeg -i ./input/Ajab_si.avi -r 1 -f image2 ./output/sample-%3d.jpeg 

=>This will take a video in .avi format and extract images. It will save images as sample-

xxx.jpeg.  

Now, let us see what all these different flags in the above command means. 

-r This is used to set the frame rate of video. i.e. no. of frames to be extracted into images per 

second. The default value is 25, using which, would have yielded a large number of images. 

-f This option defines the format we want to force/use, although removing this option shouldn't 

cause any problem. 

ffmpeg -i ./output/sample-%3d.jpeg -c:v huffyuv ./output/sample.avi 

=> This will take the jpeg images and convert to a video. It will save it as test.avi 

ffmpeg -i source_video.avi -vn -ar 44100 -ac 2 -ab 192 -f mp3 sound.mp3 

=>Extracting sound from a video, and save it as Mp3 

Source video : source_video.avi 

Audio bitrate : 192kb/s 

output format : mp3 

Generated sound : sound.mp3 

ffmpeg -i ./input/input.avi -vcodec libtheora ./output/output.ogv 

=> this is just another way of converting video but with specified codec to be used. 

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -vf "setpts=(1/<speed>)*PTS" output.mp4 -sameq 

=>Speedup the Video 

reverse_video.sh (Given with FFMPEG material) 

=>For Reverse a video, including its audio, we used shell script that was provided in the 

material. 

ffmpeg -ss 00:03:00 -i input.avi -frames:v 1 out1.jpg 

=>Extract image at a specific time. 

http://linuxers.org/tutorial/how-convert-video-files-various-other-video-formats-using-ffmpeg


ffmpeg -i ./input/Ajab_Si.avi -s 1920x780 -ss 00:01:32 -vframes:v 45 

./output/temp_imgs/out%s.jp 

=> Extracting images at particular time in particular ratio.  

ffmpeg -i ./input/Ajab_Si.avi -ss 00:00:30 -t 00:01:00 -vcodec copy -acodec copy 

./output/Ajab_Si_cut.avi 

=> Cutting small sections 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.flv -sameq outputfile.mpeg 

=>This command takes an input file in .flv format and convert it to the .mpeg format. 

 

ffmpeg -i  inputfile.avi  -s 320x240  outputfile.avi 

=>This will take an input file in .avi format and change the resolution and again convert it to the 

.avi output. 

 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.avi -r 1 -f image2 image-%3d.jpeg 

=>This will take an video in .avi format and extract images. It will save images as image-

xxx.jpeg.  

 

ffmpeg -i image-%3d.jpeg -c:v huffyuv test.avi 

=>This will take the jpeg images and convert to a video. It will save it as test.avi 

 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.mp3 -ab 128 outputfile.mp3 

=>It will compress an input file in .mp3 format and save it to same .mp3 file 

 

ffmpeg -i ./inputs/rubik_cube.ogv -vf "setpts=(1/10)*PTS" ./outputs/outputspd2.ogv 

*=>This command increases the speed of the video by 10 times. 

 

ffmpeg -i ./inputs/Ajab_Si.avi -ss 00:00:30 -t 00:01:00 -vcodec copy -acodec copy 

./outputs/Ajab_Si_cut.avi 

=>This command cuts the part of the video specified in timing information. 

 

ffmpeg -i  ./inputs/Daaru_Desi.avi -vcodec mpeg4 ./outputs/outputfile.mpeg4 

=>This command is used to convert the format of video leading to compression. 50.7 MB video 

is reduced to 12.3 MB size.  

 

ffmpeg -i  inputfile.mpg  -vcodec mpeg4 outputfile.avi 

=>This command converts video from one format to other. 

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -vf “setpts=(1/2)*PTS” output.mp4 

=>This command is used to speed up the video. 

 

ffmpeg -i  inputfile.mpg  -vcodec mpeg4 outputfile.avi 

=>Convert the .mpg format to .avi format 

ffmpeg -i  recorded_file.mov  -ar 22050  -ab 32k  -r 25  -s 480x360  -vcodec flv -qscale 9.5 

output_file.avi 



=>It will record a file and convert it to .avi format. 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.mp3 -ab 128 outputfile.mp3 

=>-ab flag is used to set the audio bit rate of a media file. Suppose we have a song of 320 kbps 

bit rate. And we want to compress it to 128 kbps. Then by this command it will compress. 

 

fmpeg -i input.avi -b 200k input.avi 

=>Set the bitrate of Video File 

ffmpeg -i input.mkv -filter:v "setpts=0.5*PTS" output.mkv 

=>To Speed up the video 

 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.avi -r 1 -f image2 image-%3d.jpeg 

=>This command is to extract images from video. Here -r is to set frame rate of video i.e. frames 

to be extracted per second. The default value is  25.-f is used to specify format we want to use. 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.mp3 -ab 128 outputfile.mp3 

=>This command is to compress audio file. -ab is to set audio bitrate which in above command is 

set to 128 kbps. 

 

ffmpeg -i ./inputs/video_file_name.avi -s 1920x780 -ss 00:01:32 -vframes:v 45 

./outputs/out%d.jp 

 => it will give set of images of the interval specified and store into outputs folder. if we want to 

extract only one image at a specific time then we can write 

ffmpeg -ss 00:03:00 -i input.avi -frames:v 1 out1.jpg 

 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.flv -sameq outputfile.mpeg 

=>Converted the video file in some other formt by using. 

ffmpeg -i  inputfile.avi  -s 320x240  outputfile.avi 

=>Set a resolution of video by using. 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.mp3 -ab 128 outputfile.mp3 

=>To compress the file. 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.avi -r 1 -f image2 image-%3d.jpeg 

=>To extract images from a video 

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -vf “setpts=(1/<speed>)*PTS” output.mp4 

=>To change the speed: 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.mp4 -ab 128 outputfile.mp4 

=>To change the audio bit rate. The '-ab' flag to set the audio bitrate of a media file  

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -vf “setpts=(1/X)*PTS” output.mp4 

=>To change the speed of the video. Details: 

ffmpeg     - calls ffmpeg program  



-i input.mp4  - file input name of the 

"setpts=   - command sets the type. 

(1/x)      - speeds up the  video 

(x/1)      - slows down the video 

*PTS"      - closes command. 

output.mp4 - file name of output video 

 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.avi -r 1  image2 image-%3d.jpeg 

=>To extract frames from the video 

   -r  This is used to set the frame rate of video 

image-%3d.jpeg  By %3d, we mean that we want the naming of the image files to be of the 

format "image-001.jpeg, image-002.jpeg.."  

ffmpeg -i inputfile.mp4 -sameq outputfile.mpeg 

=>convert video files into various other video formats. The -sameq option to ensure that FFmpeg 

uses the same audio and video quality as the input file  

ffmpeg -i inputfile.flv -sameq outputfile.mpeg 

=> Converting the video into different format by using the given command 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.mp3 -ab 128 outputfile.mp3 

=>Then compressing the given video by using the given command. In the given command the 

compression is done to 128kbps. 

 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.avi -r 1 -f image2 image-%3d.jpeg 

=>Then extracting out the images from the video by using the given command 

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -r -25 -vf “setpts=(1/<speed>)*PTS” output.mp4 

=> Changing the speed of the video by given command 

ffmpeg -i ./inputs/Ajab_Si.avi -ss 00:00:45 -t 00:02:00 -vcodec copy -acodec copy 

./outputs/Ajab_Si_cut.avi 

=>This command cuts the part of the video specified in timing information. 

 

ffmpeg -i ./output/sample-%3d.jpeg -c:v huffyuv ./output/sample.avi 

=>This will take the jpeg images and convert to a video. It will save it as test.avi 

 

ffmpeg -i inputfile.avi -r 1 -f image2 image-%3d.jpeg 

=>This command is to extract images from video. Here -r is to set frame rate of video i.e. frames 

to be extracted per second. The default value is  25.-f is used to specify format we want to use. 

 



Note :-  

Before typing any command you have to go bin directory of ffmpeg. If you cannot see the output 

then make “ffmpeg” folder on other than C drive and according to that change the environment 

variable. In this case also you have to type command after getting into bin directory. 

 

3. Other useful links for working with FFMPEG: 

Fast and slow motion video using ffmpeg explained link tutorial: 

http://blog.grio.com/2012/01/fast-and-slow-motion-video-with-ffmpeg.html 

Filtering guide with tutorials: 

http://trac.ffmpeg.org/wiki/FilteringGuide 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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